
We offer an innovative solution to integrate renewable energies in commercial, 
institutional and industrial buildings

A TURNKEY SOLUTION

  SAVE ON YOUR ENERGY COSTS
         A project carried out with vadiMAP allows significant savings with paybacks of only a few years. 

   MAKE YOUR BUILDINGS MORE RESILIENT, SELF-SUFFICIENT AND ENERGY-SMART
         A project carried out with vadiMAP makes your buildings more resilient to power outages while 

reducing your losses related to the operations of your company. Depending on how essential your 
operations are, you will be offered total or partial autonomy.

   REDUCE YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
         A project carried out with vadiMAP supports your ecological mission and responsibilities 

as a corporate resident. All elements of the project seek to emphasize sustainable and local 
development. The entire vadimUS team shares this pride in contributing for future generations.

THE BENEFITS :

A single solution provider 
for all your buildings, 
regardless of their 
geographic location.

Accelerated decision-
making guided by 
advanced algorithms.

A feasibility analysis for a 
fraction of the time and 
cost with the vadiMAP 
prescription.



Analysis : 
Online questionnaire with 
the assistance of a project 
manager. This meeting will 
take a maximum of 1 hour.

Prescription : 
Feasibility analysis included 
in the customized vadiMAP 
prescription report (5 to  
9 pages).

 Installation : 
In collaboration with the 
vadiMAP project manager, 
achievement of your project 
with the prequalified 
installation partner..

Satisfaction : 
From the start until the 
commissioning of the 
project, your satisfaction 
is our team’s priority. We 
seek to develop a long-term 
relationship with our clients.

Quotation : 
Turnkey process with one of 
our prequalified installation 
partners for local products 
and services.

HOW WE DO IT

The vadiMAP solution is based on a user-friendly online platform, an approach led by a specialized 
project manager and our NGSE (NanoGrid Simulation Engine) which aggregates the data available on the 
market with the particularities of your building to provide you a personalized renewable energy  
system prescription.

« With vadiMAP, we wanted to make a big impact. For the energy transition of course 
but above all for those managing buildings for whom energy has become a headache. 
We knew that it had to go through both technology and know-how. For the planet, 
vadiMAP is sort of our Ikigai, the reason we get up every morning. »

Dan Boucher, Chief Executive Officer & Founder

Find out more about the potential of renewable energies for your buildings :

www.vadimap.com
#movingontogreen

https://www.vadimap.com/

